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Peters Prattling 

Fly A Spitfire? 
Not something you would think the average person would ever get to do.  Thankfully the CAA last year relaxed the rules 
relating to vintage aircraft operators being able to offer what are termed “pleasure flights” provided the passenger was 
briefed about any associated risks and was prepared to sign that these were acceptable. 
 
As this year I turned 50 (yes I know it’s hard to believe I’m that young!), it seemed that this would be a perfect excuse to 
see whether I could book a flight.  Karen gave me the green light to book (it is quite expensive, but then again it’s a unique 
experience and you are only 50 once), I called up the one at Biggin Hill to see what spaces they had available on or near to 
my birthday on 25th August.  Would you believe it they had one on the actual day so I booked it.  This was in January and 
places were going really fast apparently, I think the stars/moons/planets must have all aligned perfectly somewhere to bring 
about the perfect birthday treat. 
 
Biggin Hill operate Spitfire IX, MJ627 (Q – 9G), G-BMSB which was owned by Maurice and Peter Bayliss for many years 
before being bought by RV Aviation Ltd. This plane has an amazing log book, having flown numerous ground attack, 
bomber escort and patrol missions during the war including being credited with the downing of an enemy Messerschmitt Bf 
109 on September 27th 1944. After being damaged and put into storage the aircraft was bought by Vickers Armstrong in 
1950, MJ627 was one of the Spitfires converted to a tandem and sent to the Irish Air Corps before retiring in 1960. The 
Bayliss family breathed life into the old girl when she was fully restored and took to the skies again in 1993, exactly 50 
years since she first flew. 
 
The great day finally came around and we turned up at Biggin Hill early in the morning to be ready for a briefing at 8:30.  As 
it turned out the weather was looking like it would turn slightly nasty for flying in the afternoon so instead of the scheduled 
11:00 flight they fast tracked me forwards to the 1st take off of the day.  We watched the obligatory safety videos, one of 
which for the “safety” equipment (flight suit, gloves and helmet) and evacuation procedures was unintentionally funny as it 
featured what would have been known as the “YTS Boy” who plainly didn’t want to be in the video and probably had the 
rest of the engineers behind the camera making faces or other rude signs at him.  Having seen all the videos and having 
signed the forms we walked out to meet the pilot and Spitfire. 
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I got kitted up in the obligatory green flying overall and gloves and walked out to the aircraft to be greeted by the pilot and 
to get strapped in.  First off was the back pack parachute and then the seat harness.  Nothing was done up too tight as we 
weren’t going to be doing any extreme aerobatics.  As we were the 1st flight of the day it took a few minutes to get the oil 
temperatures up to operating limits and then a very smart take off and we headed off towards Essex, I’d been asked where 
I came from and as it was sort of local we flew that way in the hope I might be able to spot where I lived.  We flew just 
outside the M25 and near to the Dartford crossing the pilot asked if I would like to take control?  What a silly question!  I 
naturally said yes and a minute later I had control.  The pilot even waved his hands in the air to show it was really me. 
 
I kept it straight and level for a while as we crossed the Thames and headed up towards home, all this time I was thinking 
that he would want to take control back but we kept going.  By the time we got towards the A127 turning we had to turn 
back and the pilot instructed me to make a 30o bank to the right.  Wow, the aircraft was really responsive and smooth, I 
didn’t need much input to make the turn.  I’m sure the rudder was still being operated for me as one of the instructions was 
to keep your feet away from the pedals but otherwise it was really me flying.  We re-crossed the Thames and headed left 
slightly to pass by Brands Hatch on the right of the plane.  Sadly my flying time was now over but still I think I got a good 10 
minutes when it was under my control. 
 
We then had time to perform a victory roll, probably why the pilot took back control, before heading back to Biggin Hill.  A 
very smooth landing and taxi back to the hanger for the next lucky punter.  Needless to say this was a real “once in a 
lifetime” experience, I did have a rather large grin on my face by the time I’d been unshackled.  I did suggest to the waiting 
person that if they didn’t want to go I’d take their place but sadly they went. 
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All I can say is that if you ever get the chance take it, you won’t regret it.  If you saw the programs on Channel 4 last 
Sunday and Tuesday you will get the idea of what the experience is like as the 2 seaters are featured quite proximately.  It 
seems that unfortunately G-BMSB went unserviceable on the day and was the one Prince Harry would have flown in and 
thus had to give up his space for one of the veterans. 
 
Hornchurch Country Park Visitors Centre Opening 
Good news, we are being allocated some internal space to display.  We will be provided with 2 tables with chairs. 
 
New Airfix model announcements 
Confirmed that Airfix will be releasing a Gloster Meteor F.8 in 1/48th scale in 2016.  They are also planning a small 
amendment to the 1/24th Hawker Typhoon to produce the Car Door version and a 1/72nd Heinkel He-111 H version which 
uses different engines to the P variant released recently. 
 
Forthcoming Shows in 2015/2016 
Shows with highlight have been booked for us to attend.  If you wish to attend any of the shows with the club stand please 
let me know so I can attempt to book space for the club. 
 

2015 
September 27th (Sunday) Brampton Show, Burgess Civic Hall, Westwood Road, St Ives, Cambridgeshire, PE27 6WU 

October 3rd (Saturday) 
Hornchurch Country Park Visitor Centre Opening 
Abingdon Show, Larkmead School, Farringdon Road, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 
1BB 

October 10th (Saturday) Tank Mod 2015, The Tank Museum, Bovington, Dorset, BH20 6JG 

October 11th (Sunday) Expo 2015, The Grandstand, Southwell Racecourse, Rolleston, Nr Newark, 
Nottinghamshire, NG25 0TS 
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October 17th (Saturday) Glasgow Model Fest 2015, Bellahouston Leisure Centre, 31 Bellahouston Drive, 
Glasgow, Lanarkshire, G52 1HH 

November 1st (Sunday) North Shropshire Model Show, Market Hall, Scotland Street, Ellesmere, Shropshire, 
SY12 0ED 

November7th & 8th 
(Saturday & Sunday) Scale ModelWorld 2015, Telford International Centre, Telford, Shropshire, TF3 4JH 

November 22nd (Sunday) Aircraft Enthusiast Fair and Model Show, Museum of Army Flying, Middle Wallop, 
Hampshire, SO20 8DY 

December 6th (Sunday) London Model Show, Islington 
2016 

January15th –17th 
(Friday – Sunday) London Model Engineering Exhibition, Alexandra Palace, London 

February 6th (Saturday) North Surrey Military Modelling Group, Annual Open Day & Competition, Carshalton 
Beeches Baptist Church, Banstead Road, Carshalton Beeches, Surrey, SM5 3NL 

March19th & 20th 
(Saturday & Sunday) Southern Expo 

May 28th (Saturday) Torbay Military Modelling Show, Torquay Town Hall 

June 19th (Sunday) MAFVA Nationals 2016, The Burgess Hall, Westwood Rd, Saint Ives, Cambridgeshire, 
PE27 6WU 

 
Peter 
 

Robins Ruminations 

If I look a tad tired tonight please forgive me but I’ve had a busy last few days. Some time ago my Wife “suggested” that 
perhaps it would be nice to watch one of the matches of the series of games, who was I to argue with Wife? My Son 
offered to sort out the booking for us to save me the trouble and hassle, all I had to do was hand over my credit card and 
he’d sort it all out. The only problem being that I seem to have somehow ended up with three tickets rather than the two for 
Adele and myself, my Son said his finger must have slipped on the keyboard or something. The old adage still holds true, if 
you want something done right, do it yourself.   
 
On Friday I was at the opening ceremony for the Rugby World Cup at Twickenham, not forgetting of course the first game 
of the competition between England and Fiji, which England won by 35 to 11. We made our way to the station and had just 
got inside when some unfortunate person / silly sod fell under a train, which of course closed the station. So it was an about 
turn and double time it all the way to Richmond station, which was quite impressive given my Wife’s little legs! We got to 
the station to find an unsurprisingly packed train waiting but there were two more trains on the board that went through to 
Upminster after this one. We debated waiting but more in hope than expectation we walked to the very end and found a bit 
of space and slid on just as the doors closed. We had only gone a few stations when we heard a station announcement 
that our train was now the last train going through to Upminster due to engineering works, phew! By the time we got to 
Upminster and a cab home it was about 02:15 on Saturday morning, which wouldn’t normally be much of a problem except 
that we had a wedding to attend at 12:00 and then the reception afterwards. 
  
Our day started or was that re-started at 07:30, ugh! Peter was dragged out of bed to start getting ready as he was the Best 
Man for the wedding! Still everybody got where they should have been and Peter had remembered the rings. The wedding 
went off very nicely in the glorious sunshine we had on Saturday and the reception went off well with good music and 
plenty of food and drink. All three of us fell into bed at midnight, still footsore and absolutely dead tired.  
 
Further to my bit last month about The Post Office Rifles, I thought I would relate the story of 370995, Sergeant Arthur 
Joseph Knight, the only member of The Post Office Rifles to win a Victoria Cross. 
 
On the 20th of September 1917, during part of the battle of Wurst Farm, in the Alberta section of the Ypres’s Salient. Sgt. 
Knight was part of a concerted attack on a heavily defended position, Hubner Farm, with all of the officers killed or 
wounded, he took the initiative and single handily charged a machine gun position that had been pinning down the attack, 
even though a heavy artillery barrage was in progress. Charging through barbed wire, machine gun fire, rifle fire and the 
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constant shrapnel, he entered the position, bayoneted the machine gunner and cleared the position, allowing his platoon to 
move forward. 
 
While moving forward twelve enemy soldiers with a machine gun were encountered in a shell whole, Sgt. Knight 
immediately attacked, shooting one dead and bayoneting another two causing the remaining soldiers to flee the position 
leaving the machine gun behind. It was while advancing further that he became stuck in the thick, cloying mud up to his 
waist, he saw some German’s firing on the advancing troops, without waiting to extricate himself from the mud he opened 
fire with his rifle killing six of the German’s causing the others to vacate their position to take better cover.  
 
Getting clear of the mud he then gathered his platoon members and members of other leaderless platoons then led them 
towards another enemy held farm house that was holding up other attacking units with machine gun fire. He led the troops 
into a flanking position from which he then brought down such a heavy fire that the farm house was soon captured with 
minimal British casualties. He then organised the troops to consolidate the gains and prepare for a possible counter attack 
on the captured positions. It was for these actions that on the 6th of November The London Gazette announced the award 
of the Victoria Cross to Sgt. Knight. 
 
The above synopsis of Sergeant Knights actions on the 20th of September are typical military understatements of the time. 
What they don’t say anything about is the hell of noise, the sound of bullets and shrapnel screaming across the battlefield, 
rifle and machine gun fire and artillery explosions. Added to which is the stink of the battlefield and the screams of the 
injured and dying. Also in other narratives I have read, most of Sgt. Knight’s webbing had either been shot through or shot 
away and his coat had multiple bullet holes through it. His helmet had multiple dents and one hole through it, a book in his 
pocket had the corner shot away and in another pocket was a cigarette case and a photograph holder that were dented by 
a bullet. Promotion came Sgt. Knight’s way and he finished his military service as a 2nd Lieutenant. As with most Victoria 
Cross winners he always played down his actions as something that lots of soldiers did but he just got seen. He had a 
great sense of humour apparently and was always laughing and joking, getting the nickname of “the jolly V.C.” Now the 
question rarely ever asked, what happened to Mr. A. J. Knight after his military service ended? 
 
After the war Mr. A. Knight re-joined The Post Office and in 1920 transferred to the ministry of Labour and was made a 
manager of an employment exchange. At the time of his retirement in 1951 he had risen to the position of Senior Wages 
Inspector in the Midlands section of the Ministry of Labour. A devoted Catholic, he held several senior positions in The 
Catenian Association. In the year of his retirement he was awarded an O.B.E. Alfred Knight died at his home on the 4th 
December 1960 and was buried in Oscott Catholic Cemetery in Birmingham. In 2011 Birmingham City Council named a 
street in his honour, Alfred Knight Way, in the Ladywood area where Alfred was born and grew up.  
 
My “official hat” is now on….. 
Competition evening has come around again already; I trust that you will have all of you excellent models ready for me to 
book in. This is the one evening when I like to be busy.   
 
I’m sure Peter has already put the news in Sticky Fingers but just in case, we have at long last a confirmed booking for the 
hall and so we can officially say that Southern Expo is a go for the 19th and 20th of March 2016. 
 
Robin 
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Wrighty’s “References” 

WrySpy On Call (Again!) – The Shoreham Plane Crash 
After the CASB accepted WrySpy’s explanation for the loss of the Malaysian mystery Boeing 777 plane disappearance, 
they contacted WrySpy for leads for an investigation into the loss of the Hawker Hunter as the pressure was on for an 
explanation as soon as possible, with further airshows in the offing most notably Clacton on Sea. 
 
As Cdr.Rfd1 was going on his holidays he put the name of WrySpy office staff in his hat and guess who got lucky, yours 
truly, who was looking for an article for Sticky Fingers, so you can share it with me. 
 
Hawker Hunter 50 Years Old 
50 years, yes a lot can go wrong in that time, but the Hunters first show was actually in its 62nd year since its 1st 
appearance at an airshow.  The picture sent of the actual plane seems like an F.1 to an F.6 modified with a 2nd seat as in 
the T.7.  Note that the show plane as carrying 2 x 100 gal wing tanks on the inboard stations. 
 
Aerobatics 
The F.6 Hunter was ideal for aerobatics, No.111 Squadron (Black Arrows) and 92 Squadron (Blue Diamonds) played this 
role and made history in their all black livery when at Farnborough 1958 as “World Champions”, most of you are too young 
to remember it but I can recall seeing 22 aircraft do their favourite formation loop.  Note the loop made them World 
Champions, was an admirer trying to copy?  By the way how I saw it was on an old black & white telly we had only had a 
couple of weeks.  The baton was handed over later to the Red Arrows in the Folland Gnat, as RAF trainer as you are all 
aware. 
 
This proves that the aircraft was capable of doing the aerobatics but 50 years after?  That’s another matter!  Ailerons, tail 
elevators, flaps are all operated by guide wires, let’s hope these were renewed from time to time and rudder hydraulics 
system has caused problems ono many aircraft so maintenance records need a check, the wires would be destroyed in the 
crash and fire, making it a possible cause, same goes for the rubber components for the rudder system. 
 
Airframe 
60 years service without damage to the stress skin construction would be a miracle; it is usually repaired with double plates 
fitted like a sandwich either side of the damaged area and riveted in place.  If not replaced regularly the original fracture will 
run beneath the double plate and tear out a larger area of the stressed skin plating.   Records will need checking anything 
over 10 years old needed replacing, another possible cause. 
 
Oil/Fuel 
Fuel, “what’s that got to do with it?” you may ask?  Well the book “Aircraft of the RAF” puts 100 gal fuel tanks on the inner 
wing pylons, in the aircraft in the picture these 2 tanks are in-situ for the show, question is are they empty or full?  If they 
are empty, that’s OK, but in this instance let’s say they are full, the weight would be very significant in this case doing loops 
and dives they would pull the nose down in a dive and make recovery very difficult to get back on course in the loop.  The 
fuel would slop forwards to the front (I would have thought there would be baffles to stop this but could be wrong – Peter) of 
the tanks and drag the plane in a more direct dive.  Please note we believe the tanks were full and in the dive the pilot lost 
control and tried to pancake onto the road, the massive walls of petrol flame tells this story and when they burst open in the 
collision with the ground the fuel ignited to consume so many cars on the road. 
 
A definite yes for this one, although it could have been the same results for failings elsewhere on the plane.  Check fuel 
pumps at the airfield whether petrol was given to both tanks? 
 
Other Failures 
Distraction during the dive (i.e. a map falls on the floor of the cockpit), sun in the eyes of the pilot cause temporary 
blindness and loss of where in the manoeuvre he should go next, hit road before eyes cleared.  Bird strike, sea gulls have 
been seen in large numbers in this area, a flock swept up and sucked into the engine causing a slowing of the turbines and 
loss of control, pilot could not pull out and tried to use road as a runway, only he knows if that was so. 
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More than 1 person in the cockpit?  The picture confirms it was not occupied in both seats, no 2nd person pulled from the 
wreckage. 
 
Any of the above could have caused the pilot to have a “misjudgement” as the RAF former pilot claimed. 
 
Thus, why indeed was the plane not fitted with a Black Box?  The questioned parts of the aircraft machinery which is all 
destroyed in the fire would have given the answers.  So it’s guess work, take your choice. 
 
WrySpy will go for the underwing fuel tank option, who fitted them, did the pilot allow the tanks to remain fitted, tanks are 
meant to gain distance over a long flight not for a short display, did nobody notice?  Answers required please CASB. 
 
In response to this question – Hunters are/were routinely and normally operated with these tanks as their on-board fuel 
tanks aren’t big enough for any meaningful time in the air so I would personally discount this option – Peter 
 
Return Visit To The Aviation Artists Guild 
You may recall the previous visit by myself and Wing. Co Lawrence of WrySpy, to the Aviation Artists Guild in Pall Mall to 
view the paintings and report on the content of the display (see report in Sticky Fingers No.123).  this year the Guild were 
kind enough to send us tickets to see an early preview of the display before the doors opened to the general public.  
Although about 200 artworks were on show they were more superior to last years paintings, largely painted on stretched 
canvas or wood, only about 30% were painted on art paper, mostly on sheets about 20 x 16”. Some so good they looked 
like they were coming right out of the sheet straight at you.  Some artists put up to 6 efforts on hope of winning a prize.  It 
took us about 1 ½ hours to walk round and have a cup of coffee and as Robin would say “find some nibbles”. 
 
We then spent the remainder of the day in Trafalgar Square looking at the House of Parliament and went back home by 4 
o’clock eager for tea and nibbles. 
 
New Series: Unknown Heroes 
Go back a couple of issues of Sticky Fingers like 133 “After the Dambusters”, stories of what happened next, several 
unknown heroics, like sinking the Tirpitz and more, let’s call that UH.1. 
 
Then “HMS Furious”, what about that 2 wars, I & II, plus full time between the wars, for the vessel that everybody thought 
was due for the scrapyard, when she also played her part in sinking the Tirpitz and many other battle honours besides, that 
scrapyard was kept waiting until 1948, let’s call that UH.2. 
 
You probably know your FW.190 history; name all the JGs off the cuff, yes?  What about SKG10 based in France at Poix 
Amiens come to bomb London & the South East in night intruder versions of the 190?  The unknown heroes in this case 
were the RAF 85 Squadron Mosquito why were they successful in stopping this mid war plan?  We’ll call this UH.4 when 
you get the full story. 
 
The African War & The Vickers Wellesley (Unknown Heroes UH.4) 
The Vickers Wellesley single engined, 3 seat bomber was one of Mr Barnes Wallis designs, the geodetic construction 
employed in its build was used on the later creation the Wellington bomber, but that’s another story.  The Wellesley entered 
service in 1937/38 but was soon found to be obsolete in the European theatre.  Therefore out of the 178 built, 100 were 
transferred to units in the Middle East from the end of 1937 to 1939.  In East Africa they re-equipped No. 14, 47 & 223 
Squadrons to replace obsolete biplanes.  They were based around Khartoum in an area known as Sudan*. 
 
* The Sudan is a state in East Africa bordering on Ethiopia and Eritrea to the east, whilst South Sudan joins Sudan from the 
south west. 
 
The 3 Squadrons were formed up into a Wing, new codes were issued, No. 14 letter only, No. 47 KL and No. 223 AO.  
Amongst the training exercises carried out in late 1939 (the war had begun in Europe) were formation flying, bombing 
practice and reconnaissance all in the Sudan to its borders, but serviceability as poor, as was spare parts availability, 
having to be shipped through the Mediterranean which cut down requirements arriving on time, or at all if the ship met U-
Boats en route.  The Wing was placed under the command of Wing Commander J. Elton as practice operations continued. 
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It was not unusual for Italian planes to use the RAF facilities on their way to Eritrea. On 10th June 1940 Italy entered the 
war, a surprise move to the British.  An advance party from Khartoum moved to a forward base Erkowit* in the Red 
Sandfalls.  * From this point on Erkowit was renamed Carthago and will be referred to as such! 
 
The RAF opened the action when 8 Wellesley loaded with 250lb & 40lb bombs and incendiaries took off for Asmara the 
Eritrean capital some 250 miles to the south east, the target was the aerodrome 3.5 miles south west of the city.  Achieving 
complete surprise the Wellesley 3 flights planted the bombs on the airfield, hanger facilities, fuel pumps and the apron 
area, all damaged and set on fire.  The remaining Wellesley (7) were out and back home in time for a late breakfast.  A 
similar operation was tries the next day (12/06/40), 8 Wellesley took part following the same route and met A/A fire at 
15,000ft, bombing was disrupted and limited damage done, however all 8 planes got back to Carthago.  Still it was a start 
and detail gives a good idea of bomb loads etc.  In the following days armed reconnaissance on roads searching for troop 
movements was the order of the day.  June 15th was the 1st raid on Carthago by Italian SM.81 bombers caused 1 A/C 
damaged on the ground. 
 
The Wing carried out some more raids by both day and night, but difficulties were encountered trying to hit Asmara again.  
Night raids suffered poor visibility with blackouts now in place.  It was drop and hope with the Wellesley bombs, or take 
them back home.  On one occasion an incoming flight of Wellesley were wrongly identified by 112 Squadron Gladiators 
patrolling the incoming passage to Carthago.  They were attacked by No.112 Squadron and only a quick thinking pilot 
showing a flare in the colour of the day saved the formation from a dire fate.  However similar raids were continued through 
June/July, getting more intense as time passed a toll of 10 Wellesley were lost, in a period up to Sept, 2 enemy fighters 
were shot down, but then airfields in Abyssinia became the target (namely Massawi & Gwia), similar raids were carried out 
by day & night throughout Sept.  so it went on into Oct each side swapping raids and achieving successes on reducing 
grounded planes on airfields each side counting the cost in losses and casualties. 
 
In Nov the action continued from Sennar (150 miles south south east of Khartoum) to attack Eritrean military 
establishments and forts etc. within striking distance up to 150 miles from the Eritrean border, considerable success was 
achieved including destroying the enemy commandants house, little opposition was encountered in these attacks.  By Dec 
the Wing were re-equipped with new Bristol Blenheim IVs.  Their Wellesley were transferred to 47 Squadron who were 
down on numbers and poor serviceability (they had lost 36 Wellesley up to this date to all causes).  By spreading additional 
Wellesley around in detachments during the following year (1941) they have more strength. Freedom of the skies as the 
Italians back pedalled out of Abyssinia and Eritrea, whilst the detached Wellesley operated from Khartoum, Sennar, Kassla, 
Agordat, Asmara & Blackdown, with Gladiators and Hurricanes available to give them aircover during 1941.  By Nov 1942 
the Italians surrendered and by Christmas the remains of 47 Squadron were in Egypt (Burgel Arab).  1942 brought about a 
gradual wind down on operations, more suited to the Wellesley, convoy patrols and AS patrols.  In April 1942 they became 
Wellesley Flight LG.89 until disbandment came almost a year later in February 1943. 
 
Specifications 
Three seat general purpose bomber, geodetic construction. 
Engine 1 x 925hp Bristol Pegasus XX 
Dimensions Span 74’ 7” 
 Length 39’ 3” 
 Height 12’ 4” 
Max Speed 228 mph @ 19,680ft 
Cruising Speed 188 mph 
Range 1,110 miles 
Ceiling 23,000ft 
Armaments 1 x Vickers gun forwards and 1 aft 
Max bomb load 2,000lb 
 
Kits 1/72nd Matchbox 
 
Alan 
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